SCOPE OF BCA (BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION)

- **BCA** is a new age degree course in the field of computer applications. The duration of the course is normally three years. After completion of the BCA course, students can opt for masters or they can even try for job opportunities.

- **Bachelor of Computer Applications** is a course that is customized for students wishing to shine in the field of computers and information technology. If you are interested in computer related field, then BCA is the perfect course for you.

- **BCA** graduates can start up their career in either Government sector or private sector since there are a lot of employment opportunities in both these sectors. This degree helps the students to get a sound knowledge on computer applications with the help of which they can have a perfect launch pad for challenging career in the field of information technology.

- Most of the students doing their higher secondary education think that science students alone can apply for the BCA course. But, this is not true, even commerce students can apply for the BCA course. The only eligibility criteria in most of the universities offering BCA course is that the student should have studied mathematics as a subject in their 10+2 level. So, commerce students with mathematics as a subject in their +2 level can apply for the BCA course.
BCA Holder

- Jobs in Private Sector
e.g.: Software Company, Web Designing.

- Job in Government Sector
e.g.: Banking, Dairy, Farming industries

- Create Own Software Companies

Pursuing further Study

- M.Sc. I.T
- MEB
- PGDCA

Further Study Options

- MCA
- M.Sc. C.S
- M.Sc. I.S
After BCA Master Degree

Job Opportunity

- We know that India is an IT power thus it is obvious that the course of BCA will provide jobs in the IT sector. The companies such as Wipro, InfoTech, Satyam, [TCS] Tata Consultancy Service, Siemens Communications, and even International companies such as Vodafone, and Essar Communications are hiring Students every year.

- It is of out sounding news to know that even the Students are getting placements in dairy firms, banking firms. The firms are hiring more of the BCA applicants for there software based queries.

- If one wishes to become a Software Developer or web-designer or wants to take up a career in Systems Management, then BCA is the best course to get an early start for their careers. Job opportunities can be found in both large and small software development organizations as well as hardware companies.
Special Features at AMCOST:

1. Highly Equipped Computer Laboratory with 230 Computers, 3 Servers, 15 switches, Hubs, LCD Monitors, etc.
2. Internet Facility to assist Student and Faculty around Clock.
3. All Practical are performed by individual students.
4. Various events organized to develop students’ technical mind throughout the year for example Techno Savvy Club events, interclass competitions.
5. Seminars and Guest Lectures.
6. In-house Project in the final year of BCA, assisting one faculty to each student personally.
7. Assessing each student progress monthly through Unit test for each subject at end of the month.
8. Student progress report discussion with parents on Parent’s meeting once/twice in a year.
9. Campus interviews.